Optimal port placement planning method for laparoscopic gastrectomy.
In laparoscopic gastrectomy, as well as other laparoscopic surgery, the surgeon operates on target organs using a laparoscope and forceps inserted into the abdominal cavity through ports placed in the abdominal wall. Therefore, port placement is of vital significance in laparoscopic surgery. In this paper, we present a method for achieving optimal port placement in laparoscopic gastrectomy based on relationships between the locations of the ports and anatomical structures. We utilize three angle conditions to determine the optimal port placement. Proper angles for the angle conditions are calculated from measurements obtained during laparoscopic gastrectomy. The port positions determined by surgeons experienced in laparoscopic gastrectomy are measured using a three-dimensional positional tracker. The locations of the blood vessels, as well as other vital anatomical structures that are also critical in laparoscopic gastrectomy, are identified from computed tomography images. The angle relationships between the port and blood vessel locations are analyzed using the obtained positional information. Optimal port placement is determined based on the angle conditions. We evaluated the proposed method using the positional information obtained during 26 laparoscopic gastrectomies. Our evaluation determined that the proposed method generates optimal port placement with average errors of 22.2 and 21.2 mm in the left- and the right-hand side ports for a lead surgeon. Experienced surgeons confirmed that the optimal port placement generated by the proposed method was sufficient for clinical use. The proposed method provides optimal port placement in laparoscopic gastrectomy and enables a novice surgeon to determine port placement much like an experienced surgeon.